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EXTENDED YOUTH ELK: 2023
DOES A HUNTER QUALIFY FOR A LICENSE?

Does the hunter hold a 
youth license?

Is the original license for an 
either-sex or cow elk?

Is the original license  
limited in number?

Has the season on the 
original license ended, 
including split seasons?

Has the youth filled their 
original elk license?

Congratulations on your 
harvest! 
This license can’t be used any 
longer.

Only youth-license holders 
are eligible for extended season 
opportunities.

Original licenses for bull elk are 
NOT eligible.

Original elk licenses that are 
unlimited (over-the-counter) are 
NOT eligible.

The season on the youth’s original 
license must have ended.

Are there any current  
or future rifle cow hunts within 
the same group of elk units as the 
original license?
Use map on page 18 of the Big Game 
brochure.

Is the desired extended season hunt on 
a Ranching for Wildlife (RFW) property 
or the Air Force Academy (GMU 512)?

RFW and Air Force Academy (GMU 
512) hunts are not eligible.

There must be an open or scheduled 
cow rifle elk season within the same elk 
units as listed on the original license.
(For the purpose of the extended youth 
opportunity, GMUs 61 and 62 are no 
longer in the same unit grouping.)

Is the youth’s original license 
an either-sex elk license?

Youth can now convert their unfilled limited either-sex elk license (where 
the season has ended) to a female (antlerless) license through the new 
Youth Extended Hunt License Conversion form online: cpw.info/
youth-hunting. The original license can also still be taken to a CPW 
office to be converted to a cow license prior to hunting. 

Original licenses for cows do 
not need to be converted.

Youth do NOT need 
to abide by the 
restrictions on their 
original license.
Youth MUST follow 
the restrictions 
for the hunt code 
they choose for the 
extended season. 
(PLO, specific hunt 
boundaries, etc.)

Youth must wear fluorescent 
orange or pink while hunting. 
Youth must hunt with a 
mentor if under 16.
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